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Dear friends,
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev prides itself on being a beacon of
light to the Negev region, promoting ground-breaking research while
actively supporting our community. The Lillian and Larry Goodman
Open Apartments Program realizes this goal on a daily basis – our
students live in the neighborhoods of Beer-Sheva, become integral
members of their communities and empower the local residents.
Part of our mandate is to connect to the neighborhoods surrounding
our campus and to interact with their residents – we are all part of
one inter-dependent ecosystem. This unique program teaches our
students what solidarity really means.
The coronavirus outbreak forced us to adapt the program’s activities
to strict regulations, while continuing to provide support to the
people who need it now more than ever. I am proud to say that our
students passed this test with flying colors, rising to the challenge
by finding creative new ways to give their neighbors the help they
needed, boosting their spirits in these trying times.
I hope the uplifting stories of the amazing Goodman Fellows depicted
in this booklet will inspire you and warm your hearts – I know they
did mine – and remind you why we are so proud to be part of the
BGU family.
I also hope to receive your support for our efforts, needed right now,
in these uncertain times.
We hope for better days, good health, peace and prosperity. Please
stay safe.
Yours,
Prof. Danny Chamovitz
President
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The Lillian and Larry Goodman Open Apartments
Program, Now starting its’ 43rd year, empowers
students to act and make their communities better.
Carefully selected BGU students become Goodman
Fellows, and join forces with the community, bonding
with Beer-Sheva residents and cooperating to create a
better reality. The Fellows live in apartments located
in socio-economically challenged neighborhoods of
Beer-Sheva. Their rent is covered by the program. In
exchange for their rent, they work together with their
neighbors, mentoring children, assisting residents with
disabilities, creating urban green spaces, and much
more. Their enthusiasm inspires Beer-Sheva residents
of all ages to aim high, and become more engaged in
their own communities.
Every year, approximately 80 BGU students participate
in the Lillian and Larry Goodman Open Apartments
Program. They live in 51 apartments located in two older
neighborhoods of Beer-Sheva – the Daled neighborhood
(in the Hatalmud, Sanhedrin, and Bar Giora areas) and
the Gimmel neighborhood (in the Rotenberg and Kalisher
areas). Each Goodman Fellow volunteers for an average
of eight hours per week, but many do much more,
investing additional time and effort throughout the year.
The Goodman Fellows are highly motivated undergraduate
and master’s degree students, determined to reach out to
the community. They study a variety of subjects, including
engineering, the humanities and social sciences, and the
health sciences. Each year, Goodman Fellows partner
with more than 2,000 neighborhood residents in more
than 100 different community activities. To date, more
than 2,700 BGU students have been Goodman Fellows,
opening their doors and their hearts to more than 50,000
local residents.
Impact
As future leaders in all areas of Israeli society, the
program helps prepare the students for their journey
by heightening their awareness of the social problems

Israel faces, so they can play a role in remedying social
gaps in society and advancing social justice. The
program has such a powerful effect on the students
that many of them choose to stay in the program for
more than a year. In the same way, the program has
a transformative effect on the neighborhoods and
their residents.
Here is the data for 2019-2020
Chart 1:
Student volunteers by years in the program
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This year, 37 new Goodman Fellows joined their
veteran fellows
Chart 2:
Student volunteers by faculty
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Program Content

Outreach to the community focuses on three areas:

The Lillian and Larry Goodman Open Apartments
Program runs five neighborhood activity centers in the
Daled and Gimmel neighborhoods. Every month, close
to 600 neighborhood residents – children, teenagers,
and adults – take part in the 41 clubs and classes run
by the program.

Chart 3:
Resident participation by age group

1. Adopted families
2. Enrichment clubs and classes
3. Community-wide events

Adopted Families
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Chart 4:
Clubs and classes by subject

Chart 5:
Average number of participants by activity center
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Kalisher

Community garden

These clubs and classes enrich the residents’ lives and
help them to develop their skills. Were it not for the
program, many of the neighborhood children would
be out in the streets with nothing to do for many
hours a day and exposed to negative influences. The
high-quality recreational activities offered create a
safe environment for the children, in the company of
students who serve as positive role models. This is
true for adults as well – the children’s activities give
them breathing space, so they can engage in social
activities, enjoy quality time, and invest in themselves.

Adults

The subjects offered in the clubs and classes vary
and are based on the participating Fellows’ interests
and teaching strengths, as well as the neighborhoods’
needs and the residents’ interests. Some are led by
more than one student.

Cooking

A diverse array of clubs and classes are open to
residents of all ages, free of charge. These two-hour
long activities are held twice a week throughout the
academic year. The 41 clubs and classes offered by
Goodman Fellows this year include homework help,
art, theater, sports, cooking, martial arts, community
improvement, and other activities. The clubs and
classes take place in neighborhood community centers
and bomb shelters in the students' apartments. Most
of the activities are for children.

53%

Homework help

Enrichment Clubs and Classes

Teenagers

Children

Sports

Each Goodman Fellow “adopts” a family and spends
at least two hours per week with them. The close
personal connection between students and families
fosters meaningful relationships.

10.5

7
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Sanhedrin
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5.4

Bar Giyora
4.6
2017-2018

2018-2019

Community-Wide Events:
Unfortunately, this year most of our usual communitywide events did not take place due to the coronavirus
outbreak. We tried to hold such events online; for
example, on Israel’s Memorial Day for fallen soldiers,
students held a session through Zoom with the
bereaved brother of a fallen IDF soldier. Residents of
all neighborhoods were invited to this session.
In the coming year we plan to try to host communitywide events online or in person, in adherence with the
Ministry of Health guidelines.

6.5
7

7

8

2019-2020

* Note: In some of the neighborhoods it was difficult
to continue running the clubs and classes due to the
coronavirus outbreak, resulting in a decrease in the number
of participants.
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Meet the Goodman Fellows
Lilach De-Malach, a coordinator in the Sanhedrin area
of the Dalet neighborhood, says:

other and trust each other can keep you strong, even
in difficult and frightening times."

"Hi! I'm Lilach. I’m 25 years old and a second-year
student in the departments of psychology, Africa
studies, and conflict management and resolution.
I've been in the program for the past two years. In my
first year, I was a Goodman Fellow, and last year I was
a program coordinator.

Elad Malul taught a chess club in the Kalisher area of
the Gimmel neighborhood. He says:

Although I'd been active in social activities before
and worked in different organizations to support my
community, I'd never experienced what it feels like
to be part of a neighborhood, like I did here in the
Sanhedrin area – getting to know all the neighbors, not
just names and faces but hearing their life stories, really
getting to know them; asking people how they're doing
when you meet them on the stairs and really taking
an interest in them; helping someone move into their
apartment without even speaking his language; finding
a wallet on the street and right away knowing whose it
is and how to return it; lighting Hanukah candles and
getting a “mishloach manot” (Purim basket) on Purim;
going outside and hugging the neighborhood children;
knowing it's going to take you 15 minutes to walk down
the street, because Arieh, Svetlana, and Tigist will be
standing outside, and how can you just walk by them
without stopping for a moment to say hello?

“I’m Elad, 23 years old, and a first-year student in
biotechnology engineering. This was my first year as
a Goodman Fellow.

This year, as a neighborhood coordinator, I worked to
expand our collaborations with other organizations
operating in the neighborhood, by initiating longterm programs, such as recording the neighborhood
veterans' life stories; I organized monthly community
events to bring people in the neighborhood closer
together (from toddlers to senior citizens); and
personally guided every Goodman Fellow, to help them
use every contact with a resident to build a meaningful
relationship and turn every difficulty into a challenge
that would make them stronger.

This year, I taught a chess club for children in thirdfifth grade, together with the "Tzalash" (Young People
Learning Chess) association. To me, chess is a way
of life. Some people think chess is a boring game for
geeks or a game associated with certain ethnic groups,
but the club I taught this year was made up of a diverse
group of children who formed a rich human tapestry,
with a single thing in common – they’re all chess
players! Chess teaches you teamwork, self-sacrifice,
and friendship. It’s also a game of knowledge. I tried
to show the children how chess relates to life. For
example, we learned about the value of playing with
different pieces and then talked about the importance
of pluralism in society and accepting people who
are different. My end goal was to form a close-knit
group whose values would become a way of life. The
coronavirus outbreak caused us to spend the second
half of the year in front of computer screens, far away
from each other, but during this period I really got to
know the children in the group. Once they turned on
their computers, each in his or her own house, we
shared our experiences, and this made it so much
easier for us to deal with the situation. Looking back,
I would say we had an intense learning experience:
we went through a process in which we all learned
from each other.

COVID-19 posed a huge challenge for all of us. For a
short time, the situation forced us to distance ourselves
from our wonderful neighbors. But it also showed us
how social solidarity and the ability to lean on each

I also became a "big brother" to four children aged
15-16 at the absorption center for new immigrants
from Ethiopia in my neighborhood. It was hard for us
to communicate, because there was a big language
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gap. Only one of the children spoke Hebrew fluently.
They had gone through a difficult process making
Aliyah, so they found it difficult to trust me. We started
doing everyday things together like making pizza, and
they started opening up to me. Bonding over food and
sharing our experiences was very moving for me and
improved the dynamics of our study sessions."

Eden Shaban ran a soccer club in the Bar Giora area
of the Daled neighborhood. He says:
"Hello, my name is Eden, and I'm a master's student
in the Department of Social Work and a first year
Goodman Fellow.
During my undergraduate studies, I lived in the
Daled neighborhood and was exposed to the various
difficulties facing the neighborhood residents,
especially the children. I saw how they spent their
free time. They lacked an after-school program where
they could have fun in a safer and more positive
environment. When I heard about the Program, I
decided to join, so I could influence others and help
create a change in the neighborhood. I started a
neighborhood soccer club for children ages 10-14.
We mapped out the neighborhood's needs, and could
see a great need for clubs like this. In the club, which
I ran with another Goodman Fellow, we also tried to
instill values like perseverance, friendship, mutual
respect, and teamwork. Approximately 12 children
participated in the club. There was a good atmosphere –
the children respected each other, and they weren't
allowed to swear or get violent. We really became a
team. Unfortunately, once the coronavirus broke out,
we had to stop meeting, but I stayed in touch with the
children by phone, and we tried to keep in shape and
exercise at home.
During the coronavirus lockdown, I became very close
to one of the senior citizens and began visiting her at
home (while maintaining social distancing). She told

me how lonely she was and said that talking to me
made her feel better. Her backyard was full of weeds.
She told me she was worried the weeds would cause
a fire, so I got a group of students together, and we
cleaned up her yard.
Being part of a neighborhood gives me a lot of
satisfaction. I know I'm doing something meaningful.
I get to hear about the problems the residents face,
and we work together to find solutions. For example,
in the soccer club, we played on a field that wasn’t
properly lit. The neighborhood children were used
to playing on a dark field, and they didn't think they
could do anything about it. Together, we contacted
the municipality. It was important to me to show the
children that it is possible to make a change."

Einav Merlin ran the "Bat Mitzvah Club" in the Hatalmud
area of the Daled neighborhood. She says:
"Shalom, my name is Einav, and I'm a first-year student
in the Department of Social Work.
In the Hatalmud area of the Daled neighborhood where
I live, a lot of the residents live in Amidar public housing.
I lead a Bat Mitzvah club for girls. We formed a closeknit group, and we talk about leadership, volunteering,
etc. For example, on Hanukah we lit candles with
lonely senior citizens who live in the neighborhood.
We visited a handicapped woman. We also celebrated
each girl’s birthday. I also meet with a lovely woman, a
new immigrant. I visit her once a week and help with
her absorption process, and she gives me life lessons.
Sometimes I go with her to the welfare or national
insurance office to help her find a job to fit her abilities.
I really love my home on Hatalmud Street. I learn so much
about my future profession as a social worker here.”
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people who are bad influences. The summer activities
run by the program really help us financially. We live in a
poverty-stricken neighborhood. There are single-parent
families here and families that are totally dependent on
national insurance support. The program runs activities
for adults that let us get to know our neighbors – people
we haven’t met before. The "adopted family" project
lets us connect with students. My older son received
a lot of support from our student who mentored him
all year and helped him overcome his difficulties. This
student was like a big brother to my son. The program
also creates a sense of community. When the children
in the neighborhood see the students, they just run to
them – and not just my children – all of the children.

Meet Our Neighbors
Zina, a resident of the Rotenberg area of the Gimmel
neighborhood says:
"I have three children, ages 15-19. Nine years ago,
when I moved into the neighborhood, I didn’t like it at
all, but as time went on, I heard about this program
that helps children change their lives. The program is
the only reason I stayed here.
Students in the program interact with the neighborhood
children and lead clubs. I go to clubs, too. I participate
in the community theater and the community garden
club. I water the plants and do whatever gardening is
needed, even digging. My life started getting better, and
I started feeling happier. We celebrate all of the holidays
together. I realized there aren't many neighborhoods like
ours, and there aren't many programs like this one. This
program should be run in every neighborhood – not
just here. It helps our children, gives them confidence,
and shapes them into better human beings."

When I was facing problems, I talked to one of the
students who was studying psychology, and she gave
me some good advice. In general, the students take
the knowledge they get at university and use it to help
their neighbors. The students' presence here creates
a more diverse community. They could have chosen
to live anywhere. Their being here makes us residents
feel like we're not living in a transit camp; there are
young people who chose to move in and live with us,
and this creates comradery."
Yossi, a resident, who lives in the Kalisher neighborhood,
says: “Our student comes over for dinner and stays till
late at night and we really enjoy being with him. He
plays games with my son and takes him to soccer
games. My son is just crazy about him! He’s a lot of
fun, a good person and easy to get along with. We love
him, truly! He’s like one of the family.”

Community Theater
In its ninth year, this project is led by Dr. Zmira Ron-David,
a theater director and pioneer in community theater in
Israel. Goodman Fellows lead theater groups for adults
and teenagers, giving them a platform to share their
personal stories, challenges, and struggles, in order to
improve themselves and their neighborhoods. These
activities help residents to cope with the various difficulties
they face in their lives – the immigration absorption
process, challenges in raising their children and watching
them leaving home, and gender issues – and provide a
platform that gives voice to their personal traumas and
survival stories. At the end of the year, the University
hosts a theater event produced by the Goodman Fellows,
where residents perform plays for the BGU community
and neighborhood residents. This event enables all of the
actors to connect: new immigrants and veteran residents,
Jews and Arabs, and teenagers and adults.

Rotem, a resident of the Bar Giora area of the Daled
neighborhood says:

Training for Community Theater
To become theater directors, the students take part
in a three-day training seminar at the beginning of
the academic year. They learn how to work with the
residents sensitively and to employ good judgment.
The seminar consists of workshops in writing, directing,
improvisation, and composition.

"Were it not for the program, our children would be
worse off; not just the children, but especially them.
The clubs run by the students prevent the children
from spending too much time on the street, meeting

"Flowers and Silence"
This year, the students led three theater groups and
worked hard to produce two plays and an improvisational
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performance. However, the coronavirus outbreak at
the end of the fall semester, which was followed by a
national lockdown, brought the productions to a halt.
We realized it would not be possible to hold a live festival
and that we would have to change our plans. At Dr.
Ron-David's suggestion, the groups produced "Flowers
and Silence," a film portraying people's experiences and
personal stories during the shutdown. This poignant
film depicts the University campus and neighborhoods
as they changed from vibrant places full of life to vast
expanses of silence. The silence that resulted from
the lockdown was presented as upsetting and even
paralyzing. Intertwined with personal monologues of
residents and students, the film expresses people's
yearning to return to their daily routine.
In the film, students choose to plant trees in their
community gardens and neighborhood parks and
start visiting the green areas in their neighborhoods.
Trees and flowers played a major role in this film, and
the children participated in the planting process, with
the underlying message that planting and growth will
continue from generation to generation.
Watch "Flowers and Silence" here: https://in.bgu.ac.il/
cau/open/Pages/community-theatre.aspx.
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Action During the Coronavirus Crisis
The coronavirus pandemic dramatically impacted
Israel and the world. Following the COVID-19 outbreak,
a national shutdown was declared, and all citizens
of Israel were required to stay in their homes. In the
neighborhoods where the Goodman Program operates,
the coronavirus made the residents’ difficult situation
even worse by increasing unemployment, poverty, and
loneliness. People had to stay in their tiny apartments
for weeks on end without being able to go out. This
new reality increased their need for community, making
the Goodman Fellows’ presence in the neighborhoods
even more crucial.

The students took initiative and set up a special senior
citizens unit to maintain contact with the elderly, while
abiding by social distancing rules. Meetings with senior
citizens were held in the stairwells of their apartment
buildings. The senior citizens, who were not allowed
any physical interaction with others, eagerly looked
forward to these meetings.

Yet precisely when they were most needed,
circumstances complicated things: Under lockdown,
the students were also forced to stay at home and
Ministry of Health regulations forbade any contact that
entailed close physical proximity to others. In addition,
some students had to move back with their parents
and were then unable to return to their Beer-Sheva
neighborhoods due to the lack of public transportation.
At that point, the program switched to online classes,
including chess, English, art, games, guitar, karaoke,
homework help, and female empowerment. However,
some of the clubs, like the soccer and community
garden clubs, could not move online and were put
on hold.
Some of the neighborhood residents lacked the
necessary technological infrastructure (computer
equipment, Internet access, etc.) for online learning.
Many residents living in small crowded apartments
lacked the space to participate in classes. However,
some residents were able to participate, and students
continued to teach some classes weekly.

During the lockdown, Goodman Fellows also distributed
activity kits, such as arts and crafts kits, worksheets,
and games for children, adults, and families. These kits
let the students show the residents they cared and gave
the residents something fun to do in their suddenly
abundant free time. The residents loved the kits!

Meeting with a senior citizen in a stairwell

Students in the senior citizens unit contacted hundreds
of senior citizens in the neighborhoods (in collaboration
with the Amidar public housing company), bought them
groceries and filled their prescriptions, and delivered
them to their homes.

Goodman Fellows also helped out at a local absorption
center by preparing and distributing educational kits for
children, distributing challah to neighborhood residents
for Shabbat, and running a “special treats” project,
where neighborhood residents baked delicious pastries
for the hard working medical teams at the nearby
Soroka University Medical Center.
Goodman Fellows also rose to the challenge and got
involved in other social organizations that desperately
needed more manpower, such as “Medor Ledor” (From

Generation to Generation), “Pisga” (Top), “Acharay”
(Follow Me), and “Mekol Halev” (From the Heart).
We usually have a weeklong summer activity program
for children, which includes excursions to the zoo, the
science park, museums, the University sports center,
etc. Because of COVID-19, this program was cancelled.
In collaboration with the Beer-Sheva municipality, we
planned an alternate summer program for small groups
of children, but Ministry of Health regulations forced
us to cancel this program as well.
In light of the situation, we ran local community
activities for each neighborhood to improve their
physical appearance and boost the residents’ mood.
Activities included a movie night, renovating a local
bomb shelter, an end-of-the-year event for the
community garden, and a treasure hunt.

The students maintained ties with their adopted
families throughout the crisis through phone calls,
WhatsApp groups, videoconferencing, and Zoom. They
also connected with new families in the neighborhood
– especially senior citizens. This helped ease loneliness
and frustrations, and helped the students make their
adopted families’ lives a little easier.
Buying groceries for senior citizens
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We Need You!

Over the past very challenging year, activities
of the Lillian and Larry Goodman Open
Apartments Program were made possible
through the generosity of the Lillian and
Larry Goodman Foundation and other friends
including:

The Community Action Department and the Lillian
and Larry Goodman Open Apartments Program invest
significant resources in empowering our outstanding
Goodman Fellows. The fellows receive professional
training and counseling and participate in lectures on
a wide range of topics to hone their social action skills.

• Rachel "Peggy" Freeman
Memorial Endowment Fund
• Paul and Edwina Heller Memorial Fund
• David and Zully Malik
• Gail Palevsky
• Robben Foundation
• Robert Rosen
• Charles and M.R. Shapiro Foundation
• Marcia and Ira Wagner
• Dan and Gina Waldman
• Jorge Zeiguer
• Violet and Richard Zeitlin
• Mois and Berta Zeitune
• Zin Fellows Endowment Fund

The Goodman Fellows help create a better future for
Israel.

How can you help?
To keep this outstanding program going, we
need your support. To give to the Lillian and Larry
Goodman Open Apartments Program,
please contact:
BGU's Department of Resource Development at:
donors@bgu.ac.il
or donate online at:
https://in.bgu.ac.il/en/associates/Pages/
Support-BGU.aspx
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